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Ultima Thule, defined as ‘the land remote beyond reckoning,’ embraces the theory that indulging
creature comforts and overwhelming the senses are ideal ingredients for once-in-a-lifetime experiences.
This unique and timeless Lodge has adopted a style of “no roughing it” luxury that only enhances the
already indescribable setting. Yet the lodge is simply the basecamp in a place where adventure is not
dictated by itineraries and Mother Nature reigns supreme.
Each day, the weather is considered and safari flight adventures begin. The light bush airplanes are
specifically designed to access wild places while ensuring minimal impact to the natural world. A sort of
anti – tourism style of exploration best suited for guests who prefer off the beaten path experiences and
are happy to do away with set schedules, allowing for all possibilities. Here guests find themselves in a
world removed from civilization and the press of humanity while stopping for lunch in the middle of the
largest (non-polar) glacier on earth; on top of a high alpine plateau to walk among arctic flowers and
sample wild berries; next to a salmon stream fishing alongside grizzly bears, or soaring among 14 18,000 foot peaks along the way to the Pacific coastline to watch 1000 year old glacier ice crash into the
surf.
In the midst of all this grandeur, the thing that makes Ultima Thule truly special is the authenticity
experienced on a human level. Here guests are welcomed into the daily lives of the Clauses – A family
living the dream of wilderness adventure and stewardship in a land that truly is beyond.

LOCATION: Wrangell St. Elias National Park; 13.2 Million Acres
Tucked inside the vast landscape of the biggest protected Wilderness landmass on earth, 100 miles
beyond the paved road. Fly in only access to the heart of a UNSECO World Heritage Monument and the
largest National Park in North America.

Activities and Adventures:
100% Tailored and customized to each group’s interests and fitness level. Private guides for each group.
Every activity and adventure is conditional based on the weather, and included in the package price.
Ideal for couples of all ages, friends, multi-generational families and small corporate gatherings.
PLEASE NOTE: Wilderness immersion, exploration and travel is not necessarily suited for everyone and
should be undertaken with mindfulness that the reality is not always comfortable, timely or subject to
human planning. Wilderness is unpredictable.

Some adventure examples:


Air Safari Adventures



Glacier Exploration and Hiking



Flight Seeing



Hiking And Trekking on Alpine Tundra, Glacier Ice or through Boreal Rainforests



Salmon and Trout Fishing



Wildlife Viewing



Bird Watching



River Rafting



Photography



Beach Combing



Wilderness Discovery and Immersion



Leisure Activities



Downhill Sledding on Glaciers (Anytime of the year!)



Visit Gold Rush Era Historic Sites



Wine & Cheese Luncheon on the Ice field (in the middle of the world's largest non-polar glacier!)
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2020 Rates May 1st through Sept. 30th
In an eﬀort to ensure that our small team of family and crew members are able to provide
absolutely unique and genuine experiences for each guest from the first of the season to
the last, we oﬀer limited availability, focusing on quality over quantity. Our priority is
making sure each guest receives above and beyond service, quality and experience.
We oﬀer two packages to suit you

The Classic Package
The Classic Package is based on double occupancy reservations.
Up to 12 guests within individual groups can be accommodated from Sunday to Thursday
weekly.
May 1st - June 13th $8,550 per person
June 14th - September 30th: $9,400 per person
SUNDAY at 4:00 pm: You will be met by our airplanes at the McCarthy airstrip and flown
to Ultima Thule Lodge.
*Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday are full adventure days from the lodge.
During your stay, all dining and daily fly-out experiences are included.
At the lodge, enjoy the wood-fired hot tub and sauna, opt for custom wellness
enhancements and settle into the cozy library and game room during downtime.
THURSDAY, you will depart the lodge at 10:00 am for a final scenic flight en route to
McCarthy.
Join one of our resident guides for an experience designed especially for our guests.
Included options: ice climbing, glacier hiking or exploring the rich mining and boomtown
history of the largest copper mine of its time.
Your experience concludes at the McCarthy airstrip by 3:30 pm.
Shared charter flights are available between Anchorage and McCarthy at corresponding
times to the package.
Package enhancements, such as wellness itineraries, massage, and private dining are
available.
Not included, Personal expenses and purchases, gratuities (usually 8 -10%), charter
flights, fishing licenses (available at the lodge), hard alcohol and spirits (not available at
the lodge), guaranteed private excursions, enhancements/add-ons, and transfers from
any location outside of McCarthy, Alaska.
*NOTE: All activities are weather and fitness dependent. No adventures are guaranteed
and experiences may not be able to be recreated. While we endeavor to customize the
excursions for each group, there is no guarantee of exclusive outings. For guests
requiring private daily experiences, we recommend The Whole Package option.

The Whole Package
May 1st - September 30th
3 and 4 night packages available
$25,000 nightly for single groups up to 8 people
The Whole Package is designed to oﬀer the ultimate flexibility and freedom during your
visit to Ultima Thule. Enjoy traveling with just your small group of family or companions
with guaranteed private experiences and totally tailored daily outings. Our crew of 20+ is
on hand to ensure each day is unique to you.
Ultima Thule Lodge is an intimate setting for the biggest adventures. Originating as the
Claus family's private home and retreat, when you book the Whole Package we are able
to focus our attention solely on your experience. You can partake on daily fly-out
excursions for the whole group or individuals can break oﬀ with their own guides.
However you choose to spend your days, we invite you to make yourself truly at home in
the middle of nowhere.
Transfer from McCarthy Airstrip to the lodge is available from 4 pm on arrival day.
The Whole Package concludes at 10:30 am back at the McCarthy Airstrip
Add a private experience day in McCarthy on departure day.
The Whole Package has set dates to accommodate private groups up to 8 people,
throughout the summer.
Package enhancements, such as wellness itineraries, massage, and private dining are
available.
Not included: Personal expenses and purchases, gratuities (usually 8-15%), charter
flights, fishing licenses (available at the lodge), hard alcohol and spirits (not available at
the lodge), enhancements/add-ons, and transfers from any location outside of McCarthy,
Alaska.

Rates Include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Daily guided adventures
Private cabin for each group
Bush plane flights associated with daily adventures
Alaskan cuisine hand-crafted by our Chef and served family style in the group dining
room. Emphasis on fresh, wild and locally harvested. *For special dietary requests,
see below
Selection of house wines and local Alaskan craft beers
Craftsman Cabin(s) depending on group size. Each with 24-hour electricity, en-suite
bathroom with hot running water
Alaskan cedar sauna, wood-fired hot tub, and self-spa
Specialty gear/equipment needed for the oﬀered adventure activities
Air transfer to/from the lodge and McCarthy, Alaska (Set transfer times apply)

Available on site for additional charge:
• Laundry Service
• Satellite Internet/Wifi

Booking Terms and Policies:
• A 50% deposit is due at the time of booking to confirm the reservation. The balance
is due 120 days in advance of arrival. Availability is not guaranteed until the deposit is
received.
• Payments must be received within 10 days of invoice issued. Reservations and
payments may be forfeit if not received on time.
• All payments are strictly non-refundable. Due to our short season of operation and
the advance overhead costs of remote operations, we have a clear NO REFUND
POLICY on deposits or full payment for any reason.
• We strongly recommend trip insurance. Please protect your investment and shop
around for the policy that best suits your needs.
• Prices are subject to change without notice.
• We are not responsible for any delays or cancellations due to weather, circumstances
beyond our control or any unforeseen changes or alterations to a reservation.
• Dates can be changed during the same operational year without penalty, based on
our availability. Bookings may not be rolled over to the following year.
• Credit card transactions may be subject to a 3.75% service charge.
• Suggested gratuities may be included in the final bill at the lodge or maybe pre-paid
upon request.
• Clients are required to inform us of any health problems, allergies, and physical
limitations ahead of time due to our extremely remote location.
• Clients understand that flights require riding ‘two-up’ in the small bush planes.
• Clients understand that daily adventures may involve terrain that is rocky, sandy, soft,
uneven, brushy, challenging, and there will be no trails.
• Ultima Thule, Inc. is required to follow Federal Aviation Administration restrictions on
weight for each aircraft. For this reason, we require accurate weights from each client
at the time of booking and prior to arrival. Should the maximum capacity be
exceeded, we will have to assign another aircraft which will be billed additionally.
• All clients and travel agents/coordinators must submit requested forms and
information in advance of arrival.
• Special dietary requests and needs may require an additional meal package
purchase and must be notified in writing in advance of arrival.
• All clients must sign a liability release waiver upon arrival at the lodge, a copy of
which will be provided ahead of time for review.
• By requesting a reservation, you agree to the terms and conditions set forth by
Ultima Thule, Inc.
•

OFFLINE-KATALOG-ANFORDERUNG
Sehr geehrte Reise-Interessenten. Vielen Dank für Ihr Interesse und den Download eines
digitalen Kataloges im PDF-Format.
Gerne senden wir Ihnen zusätzlich bei weitergehendem Interesse die ausgewählten PDFInhalte als gedruckte Version auf dem Postweg.
Bitte nennen Sie unten den gewünschten Katalog und senden Sie dieses Formular
per Post oder Fax an uns zurück.
Bitte senden Sie mir den aktuellen Katalog für folgendes Schiff/ Tour:

Bitte senden Sie den ausgewählten Katalog an folgende Adresse:
Vorname + Name

Telefonnummer

Strasse + Nr.

Faxnummer

PLZ + Wohnort

e-mail-Adresse

Bitte per Post an:

oder per Fax an 04131-54255

an
POLARADVENTURES
Schiffs- und Flug-Expeditionen in Arktis und Antarktis
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D-21335 Lüneburg
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